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Stock Visualization and Socialization (SVS) Tool  

 

Executive Summary 

Sharing relevant and professional content on social media sites like Twitter and LinkedIn is 

absolutely essential to building a positive professional reputation and becoming a valued 

member of a professional social community. The benefits of belonging to such a community are 

job opportunities, personal brand-building, and education. 

Sourcing that content, however, can be time consuming and overwhelming. Enter the SVS Tool! 

The SVS tool automatically pulls historical stock price information for up to 11 companies. Time 

period can be manually selected as can the increment of time measure. The stock price 

information is then automatically graphed. The color scheme can be easily adjusted to best suit 

the individual graph. 

Once the graph has been created you can easily save and/or share the graph on social media 

sites. The SVS tool automates the process by allowing you to post the image of your graph to 

LinkedIn or Twitter with the click of a button. 

Ultimately the SVS tool will enable more relevant professional content to be posted to your 

social media sites to better position you as a valuable member of a social community, 

increasing your ability to find job opportunities, build your personal brand, and educate 

yourself. 
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Implementation Documentation 

I will first describe the user interface, and then discuss the code behind the user interface. 

I will first walk through the user interface: specifically the entry form, the user controls, the 

user forms, and the output. 

Entry form 

 

User controls 

 

 

 

In these cells the user enters the stock tickers 
they are interested in comparing. 

Here the user selects the date they want the 
graph to begin (all dropdowns) 

Here the user selects the date they want the 
graph to end (all drop downs) 

User will select the increment of time they 
want the graph to display (dropdown) 

On the ribbon the user controls are found. 
After making selections the user can generate 
the graph, save the graph, tweet the graph, 
and/or post the graph to LinkedIn here. 

User can select the color of the lines to 
optimize the color scheme for their particular 
graph 
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User form 

 

Output  

 

 

 

User enters user name and password and 
link post and clicks “Post It”. 

If “Post It!” is clicked before entries are 
made an error is produced. 

Look, three likes on this graph I posted to 
LinkedIn using the SVS Tool! 
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Below are brief summaries of the sub procedures that make the SVS Tool work. I will go into 

greater detail on each sub below the summaries. 

 generateChart: runs the four sub procedures below with the ultimate goal of pulling 

historical price information from the internet on the stock tickers entered and graphing 

the those in a visually appealing way. 

o allCaps: a simple sub to make sure all the stock ticker are in capital letters. This is 

cosmetic. 

o getTickerData: this is the sub that goes to the internet to download the historical 

price information from the internet. 

o fillChart: grabs the information downloaded from the internet and fills the 

existing chart object with it. 

o formatChart: formats the existing chart object with the new data so the “main 

ticker” stands out from the other tickers and the lines are formatted according to 

the pre-selected color scheme. 

 saveChart: saves the newly minted and formatted chart to the workbook location as an 

image. 

 loginLinkedIn: takes the image of the new chart and posts it to LinkedIn along with 

whatever comment you dictate. 

 loginTwitter: takes the image of the new chart and tweets in along with whatever 

comment you dictate. 

 showInstructions: shows the instructions  

 ribbon controls: sub procedures that are connected to the ribbon buttons and run the 

subs above. 

 

 

generateChart 
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fillChart

 
allCaps 

 
 
 

Makes sure the macro runs “behind the 
scenes” so it doesn’t cause confusion 

These four sub procedures run to pull the data and 
fill the chart 

These four sub procedures run to pull the data 
and fill the chart 

This looks for existing data labels 
and deletes them. If there are 
none it causes an error so I skip 
this code on an error 

Deletes all the lines in the existing graph. 
This is important to ensure formatting is 
accurate 

Finds the address range of the data and 
assigns that address as the chart range. 

Changes all stock tickers to capital letters for 
beautification purposes. 
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getTickerData

 
formatChart 

(continued on next page) 

Counts the number of tickers entered 

Copies the nth iteration of stock ticker 
and pastes to be used in web query 

Downloads cvs file and modifies URL 
based on what was entered in the 
Excel spreadsheet 

Copies the information in the cvs file 
and pastes it into the data tab of the 
excel workbook. 

Counts tickers and begins a for loop that iterates 
through each line. 

Changes the title of the chart to be a cell 
value that automatically returns the first stock 
ticker and competitor stock prices and sets 
the font size to 20. 

Finds the interior color of the cell 
adjacent to the ticker and 
transforms that color to an RGB 
to be applied to each line. 

Changes the lines to the rgb color, changes the weight 
of the lines, and for all but the first line makes them 
dashes. 
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saveChart 

 

 

 

 

 

Assigns a data label to the line that is the 
series name, not the number.  

Puts a white background on the data labels so 
it can sit on top of the line. 

Changes data label for first to be larger and 
bold and for all others to be smaller and not 
bold 

Saves to workbook location 
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loginLinkedIn 

 

 

 

Gets the users information saved on the “datasearch” tab when 
they clicked the “post it” button in the user form and assigns it to 
these variables. 

This opens the web page in IE and checks to see if 
the URL is longer than 30 characters (non-logged in 
URL is less and logged in is more, so this checks to 
see if user is already logged in). If the user is not 
logged in, this logs them in by finding the ID of the 
tags for the entry areas. 

IE keeps both pages open, so this switches IE to the 
window with “dnr” in the URL, which is always the 
logged in window. 

Clicks the upload photo button by finding the 
“label” tag that has “Upload a photo” as the inner 
HTML.  

Puts the text in the post and finds the submit 
button by looking for the outer html of 
“postmodule-submit”, which is unique to the 
submit button.  
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loginTwitter 

 

 

Gets the users information saved on the “datasearch” tab when 
they clicked the “post it” button in the user form and assigns it to 
these variables. 

This opens the web page in IE and checks to see if 
“signin-email” is anywhere in the HTML, which is 
only on the logged in page. If the user is not logged 
in, this logs them in by finding the ID of the tags for 
the entry areas and searching for “log in” in a 
button tag to click 

Clicks the camera button by finding a specific string 
in the outer HTML and clicking when it finds that 
tag. 

Clicks the submit button by finding the “button” tag that has 
unique inner HTML.  

Puts the text in the the ID of “tweet-box-home-
timeline”, and then putting the post in between the 
div (because this is a div not a button or label).  
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showInstructions 

 
user form sub procedures (for LinkedIn and Twitter) 

 

Discussion of Learning 

 This has been the most educational and rewarding portion of the class for me. Of 

course, it is only made possible by everything else we’ve done in class, but I have really enjoyed 

flexing my VBA muscles to see what all that work and learning can do, and I’m really excited 

about the skills I’ve gained in this course. This project specifically has engrained a few key 

lessons about writing VBA code: Google is my friend, recording macros can be better than 

Google, often solving the problem requires creativity, and debugging is the most important skill 

of all. 

 Google is my friend, I’ve learned. Much of my code is inspired by things I learned from 

sites like Stack Overflow. These sites give me direct access to professionals who just want to 

answer questions about VBA for free. One simple example is saving the chart as an image to a 

specific file location. Not only did I learn how to save it, I also saw the idea to always have it 

save to the current workbook location, which has become a big part of my code. 

Shows the form I created with the instructions in it. 

For the user forms this sub closes the form on cancel 

Looks for any of the entry fields to be blank and produces an error 
message with instructions if the field is blank. 

Runs the login sub procedure for whichever form 
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 Recording macros can be far better than Google, however. This lesson was learned in 

absolute clarity when I wanted to format my chart in some fairly advanced ways (like changing 

the data labels to series labels and changing the weight and style of the lines). After spending a 

couple of minutes searching around the internet I simply turned on macro recorder, made all 

the changes I wanted to make, and checked out the code. Of course it needed some cleaning up 

and adjusting, but it gave me what I needed really quickly. 

 I also learned that what matters is that the code works so I could and should get 

creative when necessary. I definitely encountered this lesson when trying to find and click 

buttons and fields in IE using the agent class-level module that Dr. Allen created. While it may 

not have been the most elegant solution, I found that I could search for a string of text in the 

html by identifying the position of that text with instr() and then writing an if statement to see 

if the position was greater than 0 and click it. 

 Above all, though, I learned that debugging is the number one most important skill. 

There were dozens of times when I quickly found the general methodology I needed to use to 

achieve what I wanted to achieve, but it didn’t work in my code. I had to use the immediate 

window to see what the code was evaluating to, and I also used the locals window to track 

what my variables are evaluating to. Often my code would “break” and I would have to step 

into each line of code to see where it broke and when I found the particular location I had to try 

a lot of different solutions and repeat the process over and over. 

 There were a couple of places where I got seriously stuck. One of those places was 

manipulating the LinkedIn page once logged in. I needed help from Dr. Allen (after several 

hours of troubleshooting with no luck) to ultimately discover that IE was keeping the login page 

open in the background even after logging in, and so I wasn’t able to manipulate the logged in 

page. I also thought it would be cool to allow the user to select the file location where the file is 

saved and automatically choose that file when uploading to LinkedIn and Twitter, but I couldn’t 

find an easy way to make that happen and I ran out of time. 

Assistance 

 The only assistance I received was from Dr. Allen. He helped me with manipulating the 

IE pages, especially finding and clicking the appropriate portions of the pages. 


